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Conversations with a Forest

Welcome
Conversations with a Forest was collectively conceived in late
2020. It was in part a response to the Covid-19 pandemic,
with opportunities for screening moving image work severely
curtailed. The ritual human gathering around films was no
longer possible nor viable. Our response to this scenario was
to experiment with new ways of working, responding
collectively to a singular thematic idea - Conversations with a
Forest - creating a project that did not rely upon a human
audience. We wanted to challenge the anthropocentrism of
so much film exhibition and to challenge ourselves creatively
in the same way.
The initial provocation was:
“What might we, as artists, like to say and show to the trees,
to the fungi, animals, birds, plants, the earth and rhizomes
beneath the earth? What kind of conversations might be
possible? Will this be an extended apology, a lament, or
something more life affirming? What stories of our lives can
we tell or show? How can we respond to the ecological,
historical and social networks that exist in the forest?”
The main physical manifestation was a happening in
Ruberslaw forest in the Scottish Borders, over one extended
weekend in September 2021. Ten new moving image
artworks were presented to and within the forest over two
nights. The forest, in its totality, became the audience. We
kept the idea of showing our work to trees, not to humans, in
focus. An invited audience of forty human witnesses
attended over two evenings, the installations running for two
hours after sunset each night. The works were scattered
throughout the forest, on and off paths, and spread over a
3
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considerable distance. Like a flush of luminous mushrooms,
each one popped up different in personality, size and scale,
yet somehow remaining connected to a deep network of
relationships, both human and non-human.
If that manifestation was the first flush, this publication is the
second. The ‘conversation’ for most artists began long
before their arrival at the forest, and continues long after,
fuelled by contributions from many others, an ever-widening
conversation that goes far beyond these pages.
Over the months prior to any moving image works being
made, our collective undertook a creative development
period to explore the ideas of other artists and thinkers who
were working within a similar paradigm. MIMC members
invited several speakers, including Rhona Mühlebach, Dee
Heddon, Minty Donald, Tim Ingold and Amy Cutler. Their
insightful input deepened our critical thinking, contributing
much to the multiplicity of ideas evident in the works. These
talks can be found on the MIMC website.
For this publication Conversations with a Forest now extends
itself beyond the forest, beyond moving image, into a new
kind of textual and imagistic space. In addition to a page
dedicated to each work produced by MIMC members, there
are three new essays. Each represents an encounter between
an invited writer and our work on this project, while equally
reflecting each writer’s individual response to that same initial
provocation.
The first text is Directions of Travel: (Un)Certain Paths
Through the Trees in which Gareth Evans opens a new form
of dialogue, that of a lilting listening-in, rooted in our deep
linguistic and mythological forms of communion with trees.
Invoking ten tree species at Ruberslaw, this text performs a
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kind of ritual incantation amid a sacred grove, a pin-pointing
of light refractions between these trees and those works of
the collective. The second encounter is Tree Huggers, Space
Cadets: Conversations with a Forest and non-human
collectivity. Here, Marcus Jack draws upon ideas of
rhizomatic and mycelial networks to explore what it means to
think and work collectively, connecting to wider networks of
artistic practice concerned with interspecies communication.
In the third and final text, Listen in the Listening Wood:
understanding audience in Conversations with a Forest, Amy
Cutler discusses the forest itself as a site, as both stage and
audience, a miasmic landscape of optical experimentation.
Our interventions within the forest are like apertures,
opening out to reflect upon how we mediate our humanforest experiences, technologically, psychologically, and
emotionally.
Ultimately, it is important to acknowledge that there remains
a muted silence in this conversation: the languages we use
here are not the same as those of stones, trees, rays of light,
the wet earth, raindrops, leaves, or the air we breathe. Even
while our efforts to communicate with the non-human world
may appear lost in translation, the trying itself has been
important and transformative. If we reach out with care, if we
listen with care, touch with care, think with care, we
experience a heightened sense of reciprocity, not only with
the forest, but with the wider living world. We share this work
in the hope that you too will feel encouraged to begin your
own conversation with a forest.
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Conversations with a Forest took place in a five hundred
acre woodland that lies between the villages of Denholm
and Bedrule in the Scottish Borders. The site is dominated by
the hill of Ruberslaw, a northern projection of the Cheviots
and a prominent landmark over much of Teviotdale.
The forest, with substantial hardwood plantations, is owned
by the Bailey family who run a wildwoods camping enterprise
across the site. There are three levels connected by welltrodden paths: a high forest, a lower forest, a hub and
walled garden below. Screenings took place inside the
walled garden’s glasshouse with most of the
artists’ interventions and installations situated
in the middle forest and performance in
the upper woodland.
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In the Glasshouse

Most journeys through Conversations with a Forest began at
dusk by the old Edwardian Glasshouse. As the first place
guests and campers usually encountered, the Glasshouse
contained a fifteen-minute loop of projected films, the
majority serving the purpose of setting the stage for what
might later be encountered in the woods.
James Wyness
The Sigh (2021) 5m
Douglas McBride
The unbearable lightness of being (2020) 5m
Jane Houston Green
Between the Routes (2021) 5m 20s
Jessie Growden
I am Tall Meepa (trailer) (2021) 1m
Jason Moyes
quiet moments in a glasshouse (2019) 1m 30s
Kerry Jones
Somewhere.Everywhere.Anywhere (2021) 2m 15s
Douglas McBride
Blackbird (2021) 48s, looped
(displayed as a sculpture on a screen beside the glasshouse entrance)
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From The Black Sun to Lumina Natura:
A journey into darkness to discover light
Dawn Berry
From The Black Sun to Lumina Natura is a representation of
the experiential journey down into the alchemical “Black
Sun” and out through “Lumina Natura”. The Black Sun is
symbolic of the the first alchemical process of transformation.
This stage involves a putrefaction of the earthly nature in us,
culminating in the “blackening”. Lumina Natura is the
universal light drawn out of nature, then condensed into a
fixed form which becomes universal panacea. In the forest
there is often a darkness, a heaviness in the air. A quiet,
looming stillness. After sunset, when the light sinks below the
horizon, the darkness grows. It descends upon the forest,
consuming everything that had once been Visible. Known.
Tangible. Light.
Internally there was a more dread filled darkness hiding. A
thick, heavy blackness that pulled me down into it. Like it
wanted to consume me. I wanted to know what it was. What
it wanted…
Exploring darkness through mysticism and magick shone
light on these experiences of my mind, body, emotions and
also made room for experiences of my spirit and soul.
I saw the beauty of darkness. Its shining potential that held
me within it. I met the alchemical Black Sun.
The forest and trees I’d been sharing this journey with
witnessed me. And I witnessed them. Their darkness and
light changed as my inner dark and light changed. As within,
so without. As above, so below. Together, we rediscovered
the light of oneness in “Lumina Natura.”
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Cosmos
Douglas McBride
Ask yourself the question. Are trees sentient? Do they have
any understanding of place and existence?
Poetic discourse is very evident in our own history with trees.
Conversations with forests this year have gone on in a
number of locations. My own conversation started earlier in
the year with the making of a bound book form. During July
and August I made a journey culminating in the French Alps
and met up with another artists group having their own
conversation in Chamonix.
I walked forests in Alpine valleys collecting evidence in the
form of seeds and photographs, took my own conversation
to the city of Lille where I lectured on the installation here at
Ruberslaw.
Trees have been around for millions of years. Humankind
arrived only in the blink of an eye by comparison. Personally
I acquiesce to the grandeur in my artistic endeavours by
visiting forests for inspiration, recording my discoveries in the
shows and books that I make. To converse with this forest I
offer my own imaginings on the best of humanity’s
achievements represented by firstly the Renaissance: a
painting by Rubens as a representative of artistic
emancipation, then a child’s dress representing the infancy of
our discoveries of the Cosmos: at last we’ve travelled across
space this far by our humble technology, and we’ve heard for
the first time a soundscape not known to us or the trees…
As a common audience we hear in the forest Deep Space as
radio sound accompanied by a projection across the whole
setting of ice melting on a Cairngorm pond.
15
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Directions of Travel:
(Un)Certain Paths Through the Trees
Gareth Evans
this tree looks at me
with insistence:
It will be kept waiting
until Time’s end.
- Etel Adnan (24.2.25-14.11.21) from The Manifestations of
the Voyage
I wasn't there. I wasn't meant to be. It wasn't for me, or you,
before you get any ideas. It wasn't for anyone, any of us at
least. In a year made remote by a virus come close, there's a
doubling down on distance with this project. Keep away,
keep out - gently said, but firm, and necessary: there must be
places we can't go, with our planet-sized footprint, all our
stuff. If there aren't, then soon there won't be any place left
for us at all.
But this isn't about us. It’s about the trees, and those they
shelter, those still there.
At this point in the story, the most rewarding communication
we could have with the forest, with any more-than-human
place / space / environment is probably none at all. Whatever
we might wish, our conversation - or rather, all too often, our
monologue - precedes us. It is uttered in pollution –
chemical, aerial, fluid, sonic – and in a clearing out of all that
breathes and moves.
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Ted Hughes knew. His Iron Woman made us hear the
screams. When it comes to forests, despite our edge-land
outlaw tendencies and the attendant search for refuge and
retreat, most of our encounters are of the erasing kind.
Culturally now this means the likes of what we do in relation
to the vast and sentient forest at the heart of B. Catling’s epic
anti-colonial fantasy trilogy The Vorrh. It speaks sisterhood
with Ursula K. Le Guin’s earlier and exceptionally titled extraterrestrial investigation The Word for World Is Forest, itself
speaking to her own shorter story Vaster than Empires and
More Slow. Our touch is to die for, a Midas smothering of the
green fuse.
Still, try we must to find a gentler way, a lilting listening-in,
not the logger’s lean. What then would or should we bring of
ourselves to the non-human, and in what voice speak? Not,
certainly, as we do (we the crude English, arrogant with the
bludgeoning, blinkered legacy of planet-spanning empire)
with those hard of hearing – speaking louder – or to those
with another tongue – speaking English louder…
Should we try to converse in their language, however we
might define that? Or more, seek a form of becoming that
expresses our intent but transcends language… We can’t,
but sometimes we get closer, just a little, even briefly: Nan
Shepherd with her The Living Mountain, say; or J.A. Baker
and The Peregrine; or Charles Foster and his serious play at
Being a Beast. These are approaches that immerse and hold
back simultaneously, voices that speak in tongues and attend
beyond only hearing.
Importantly, they appreciate that it is not just what is said or
done, but it is also the time in which the meeting unfolds.
Experience of duration is perhaps the widest chasm to cross.
The temporal life of a tree, a hawk, a mountain – how to
20
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inhabit that? The first step is to stop, and from there,
perhaps, a species of realignment can begin.
What trees remind us so profoundly is that identity is
edgeless, spilling, fecund, founded on hosting and being
nurtured; in relation to, not exclusive from, part of the greater
and distinctive within it. Given this, it is imperative to remove
a pressing individualism from the exchange. Far from easy,
and especially as we still speak most in language rather than
action or being; this essay too, although it is unlikely to know
much of an IRL (In Real Life) realisation on paper (and
probably just as well in this instance; talking to trees on and
from the bodies of their kin is not a good place to start).
But words are, and are what, here, we most readily have to
hand: so let words be our way in to the woods. Etymology is
the root system of language, the mycorrhizal association that
seeds and nurtures sound into meaning. As Amy Cutler has
drawn to our attention elsewhere, “the very word ‘forest’ in
its first Domesday Book usage shows a linguistic slippage: it
has more to do with legal boundaries than to do with trees,
and is linked to conflicting meanings such as ‘foreign’,
‘forum’, and ‘reserved / excluded’, giving contrary readings
of an alien or occupied space.”i
For so long
into certain
them: both
didn’t care
potency.

‘we’ (the majority populace) were not ‘allowed’
woods. Ironically, in this way we were kin with
were expelled by and from power. But forests
– they were working with a wholly different

As for ‘conversation’, let’s speak on this a moment. Time was,
back in the day, we spoke our language directly onto (birch)
bark and, from that marking, nudged ourselves towards the
written word.ii It was only from the late 16th century that
21
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conversation’s meant intent turned towards the “informal
interchange of thoughts and sentiments by spoken words”;
prior to that it gave a name to the “place where one lives or
dwells," as well as to the “general course of actions or habits,
manner of conducting oneself in the world”.
Both these incarnations (from the Old French and Latin) are
now obsolete, but how could we lose them? How we are in
the world is where we are in the world, and vice versa. If we
had kept this appreciation front and central to our expanding
(imperial) consciousness, might things – and meetings – have
turned out very differently? Could the colonial ‘conversation’
have been instead a benign excursion / incursion? Language
makes our lives, whether we like it or not.
In fact, might we think now, in the very likely evening of our
time on earth, of what’s left of the forest as a place for rest,
where once it was a site of labour and a different kind of
need? (Strip our human skin off as you might remove a coat
and the nerve tree of our being is startlingly close to an
arboreal arrangement or to a root map.)
Either way, our presence beneath the branches is always a
version of witness, to what we have done and to what we
might yet do; our recovery position, if there is still time.
(Intriguingly, Christian use of ‘witness’ derives directly from
the Greek for ‘martyr’. Terminal testimony – faith-driven or
not – is increasingly the fate of many ecological activists on
forest frontlines across the world, targets of interests who
seem not to realise the necessity of viable living systems to
their own survival, let alone that of others.)
What then might our statements be, standing there, in a
stand of trees? Perhaps any conversation should start with
22
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how we have best seen, acknowledged and respected these
remarkable organisms. How we have valued them as material
and metaphysical providers, teachers, guides; way stations
towards wisdom. What they have meant to us has not always
been mercantile or extractive, far from it.
In the late, last light on leaves - already finding fire with all its
falling hues - the tree presents a final standing flame. As the
sun of autumn lays down its dusky head, is the shadow of the
tree any longer still the tree?
Hawthorn Originally an Old English term for hedge, from the AngloSaxon haguthorn (a fence with thorns); regarded as an
emblem of hope; in Gaelic folklore it marks the entrance
to the other world; very unlucky to cut the tree at any time
other than when it is in bloom; this dread of harming
hawthorn trees prevalent in the British Isles may also be
connected to an old belief that hawthorns originate
from lightning or thunderbolts and give protection from
such strikes; often found beside ‘clootie’ (holy) wells,
where they are sometimes known as rag trees, for the
strips of cloth tied to them as part of healing rituals.
The room of trauma is walled in wood – darkness grows from
the ground like a forest within the forest. It is not by chance
that the black sun finds itself in forests for they are where so
much of our damage has begun – bodies in shallow pits,
camps edging the treeline… But the trauma of the forest is
its own history. Acknowledging this shared experience of
damage is the first encampment on the long path.
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Rowan Recorded from 1804, ultimately from the Germanic verb
raud-inan (to redden); the common Scots Gaelic name is
caorunn, with strong taboos in the Highlands against the
use of any parts of the tree except the berries, and only
for ritual purposes; gives protection against malevolent
beings; also called ‘wayfarer's tree’ because it supposedly
prevents those on a journey from getting lost; said in
England to be the tree on which the Devil hanged his
mother; in Neo-Druidism, known as the ‘portal tree’,
marking the threshold between this world and the other.
What prompts your night (and day) sweats is somewhere out
there, veering towards you fast across the network. The fact
of something is not the final version of its being. So speak
your fears directly into earth. Bury them there among the heal
of humus, so that they grow back changed by what is good
into something other, something you can work with towards
a new connection.
Ash In Norse mythology, the huge ash tree Yggdrasil is the
‘axis mundi’, nurturing the nine worlds of the cosmos in its
roots and branches, while Askr, the first man in Norse
myth, means 'ash'.
There’s no such thing as radio silence. Our spectrum of
reception is so narrow. The first awareness should be this,
that our awareness lacks more than it gives. Appreciate that
your perspective is not the point of view most clear-sighted /
-hearing / add all other senses… and at once you start to join
the wide assembly of the species in their equivalence of
24
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worth. The cosmos knows. And we can know a little of that
knowing.
Wych Elm The toughest native European wood, used for shipbuilding; wych from the Old English wice - pliant or
supple; associated with the underworld, marking burial
mounds and the making of coffins, while the bark also
provides cures.
The forest is all forests. The truth of this is in the trees: the
images confirm it. Their meeting is enhanced within the
grove. Beyond the routes that we can travel they seek each
other out far beyond our limited perception. Not only by the
transport of their seeds but in their deepest, core intention:
the forest is what happens when the fuse of all things
growing has the full free rein, to be itself most fully and to
sing.
Sycamore From a folk-etymology of the Hebrew shiqmah (mulberry),
noted for its shade (the Holy Family took refuge under a
sycamore on the flight to Egypt); under such a tree at
Tolpuddle in Dorset six agricultural labourers, known later
as the Tolpuddle Martyrs, formed an early trades union in
1834; symbolizes protection, divinity, eternity and
strength.
Projection is itself a form of empathy in waiting. It does not
need to overwhelm its point of soft arrival. Surfaces meeting:
touch is always tangible and everything is matter, and should
matter, whether or not it can be held in human hands. The
sound of a sigh can be as modulated as the flicker of a candle
25
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or the shadowplay of image. The background noise to all of
this is static: it is not without reception, and it is not still.
Birch From root bhereg - to shine, bright, white; in Celtic
cultures, symbolises growth, renewal, stability, initiation,
and adaptability; also associated with Tír na nÓg, the land
of the dead and the Sidhe in Gaelic folklore.
The forest is a virtual environment in that it is both present
and removed at the same time – sensually surrounding us
while its dappled distance, its almost colonnaded
perspectives (or lack of), suggesting there is a ‘centre’ to be
found, an arrival to be made, lie permanently elsewhere.
Even if we were (able) to find it, our reduced sensorium could
not properly appreciate the fact. Stay light on your feet,
thread through the trunks, run – or walk – as if your life
depended on it…
Holly In The Holly and the Ivy the holly represents Jesus and the
ivy the Virgin Mary, while the red berries recall the blood
shed by Christ, and the shape of the leaves, which
resemble flames, reveals God's burning love for His
people; used to symbolize truth; a Druidic belief that it
offered protection against evil spirits, and so they wore
holly in their hair; in some Wicca traditions, the Holly King
is one of the two faces of the Sun God.
Offer traces, let the shards resound: found somewhere,
anywhere, everywhere, what matters most to you deserves to
find a nesting in this place, if you approach it in the spirit of
itself, as a home to all who understand its need before their
26
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own. In that palm extended is the gift returned. Culture is the
idea cultivated into form. From your own far childhood back
along the way, offer it for future’s fair assessment.
Beech Associated with femininity and often considered the
queen of British trees, where oak is the king; its leaves
boiled to make a poultice to relieve swellings; forked
twigs traditionally used for divining.
Tender or we’re nothing: learn this and we might well yet be
saved. A future worth the wishing for lies in understanding
vulnerability, dependence and the lack of what we are.
Tender this, vouchsafe this as evidence of our harrowed
present tense – very tense indeed – and it might stave off
what we fear the most. So the staff might truly comfort: it is
the letter and the means. Divination comes from what we say
when unsure that we’re heard.
Oak The usual Indo-European base for oak (deru-) has become
the Modern English ‘tree’, as Greek and Celtic words for
‘oak’ are from the Indo-European root for ‘tree’, reflecting
its primary importance across Europe and beyond;
prehistoric Indo-European tribes worshipped and
connected it with a thunder or lightning god, and this
tradition continued into many classical cultures; in Celtic
polytheism, oak was part of the Proto-Celtic word for
'druid'; in some Wicca traditions, the Oak King is one of
the two faces of the Sun God.
Our entire presence in among the trees is turned to decoding
their mysteries. Even a still sitting is a form of decipherment
27
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(I shall let the answer come to me…). QR: surely it should run
as slowly as needed? Surely it stands for question / response?
Previously the forest was asked to look at itself – almost – in
the mirror of projection. Here it’s asked to meet its own call
and response, broadcast aslant across geographies. Shall we
sit analog on a log and listen?
Pine A fertility symbol, linked to the Dionysian and Bacchic
mythologies of the vine and wine making; as an
evergreen it symbolised immortality; Scots pine groves or
‘shaman forests’ scattered over the grasslands of eastern
Siberia were sacred to the Buriats, a Mongolian people;
Druids used to light large bonfires of it at the winter
solstice to celebrate the passing of the seasons and to
draw back the sun; its glades were also decorated with
lights and glistening objects.
At the end, all art is alchemical. Between worlds, it transforms
experience, via imagination, into something tangible others
can encounter, be they people, trees or birds. How they
receive it is in their story, not ours. What we can say for sure
is this: as long as we’re still walking through the trees, the
tender-open-humble part of us will always seek a path
towards communion with the miraculous assembly of the
wood/lands. There’s a reason why the wind high in the crown
sounds like the sea: the world celebrates itself across all
forms and frames: it echoes and refrains; it all connects, all a
seamless staging on the voyage that never ends.
Gareth Evans is a London-based writer, editor, film and event producer
and Whitechapel Gallery’s Adjunct Moving Image Curator.
https://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/early-career-fellowships/what-does-it-mean-say-britishforest-always-quotation-marks
i

ii

https://chrisdrury.co.uk/algonquin
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A Conversation with the Forest
James Wyness
In conversing with a forest within the confines of the arts we
face the challenge of having to establish new modes through
which a work of art is understood. As new limits and
conditions are imposed so new functionality is required. With
the forest as interlocutor the traditional poles of the art work,
poiesis (making and delivery) and esthesis (reception) are
subverted. Locked in our world of anthropology we must
nevertheless seek to escape. The methodology can only be
to establish a new ground or substrate from which to nourish
the work.
I prepared for this contribution by means of numerous
inscrutable encounters, conversations and collaborations
with forests. These were for the most part unannounced,
unplanned and unpublicised yet meaningful in unlocking and
learning the new code, as far as humanly possible. But even
with
the
application
of
numerous
disciplinary
understandings, from metaphysics to organic chemistry,
there remains of necessity a gap, or at least an uncertain
attempt at bridging the gap between forests and humans.
I therefore sought to build upon an existing historical
collaboration, that of rural architecture, by alluding to some
of the fundamental elements of architecture, the hearth, the
altar, a clearing, marked space, thresholds. Representations
of our civilisation, its artefacts and technologies were placed
in, around and before the forest - sounding, even musical
devices, projected imagery, artificial light. The visitor was
gently invited to enter the space and begin a conversation,
be it through a silent thoughtful moment, a vote of thanks, a
votive offering, an apology, a confession.
29
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Analog?
Nicoletta Stephanz
Noun: analog
A person or thing seen as comparable to another.
The world communicates through vibrations. Animate and
inanimate, we are all receiving and sending information
about ourselves and our environment through vibrations.
There are many stories about animals and plants on different
continents that change their behaviour in a significant way
practically simultaneously. Both the synthesizer and the
telephone were invented in different parts of the world at the
same time. In this project I am attempting to bring the forests
around the world together in a more direct way. I selected
forests in places that are significant to me, and with the
assistance of human visitors, I played recordings of them at
Ruberslaw to start some new conversations. The recordings I
selected were made by locals to the forests, and their awe,
love, delight, joy, and humour is easily felt. You may not see
or even hear the people who captured these recordings, but
their presence is sensed just as strongly as the rest of the
forest is.
I projected images onto a screen of trees - for an audience of
one tree and its inhabitants - which turned the trees into
breathing furry beings, and set a surreal scene of creature/
human hybrids in their forest habitat. Forests are powerful,
magical places. In my performance I drew on elements of
forest rituals and created new ones. At its root were
vibrations in different forms. As the spirit of the Cailleach, the
mythological Scottish witch of the forest, I incorporated
traditional Gaelic song, acoustic percussion, spatially
triggered electronics, and battery powered, handheld
electronic instruments culminating in a dance with the forest.
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Beyond the Routes
Jane Houston Green
Beyond the Routes explores the idea of what we feel and
hear versus what we see, with images of trees captured in
other parts of the world being projected onto trees standing
in one specific forest at Ruberslaw. They might feel, and hear,
these distant trees but cannot see them. Yet it also questions
how we achieve a sense of belonging and acceptance where feeling rooted can be a way to find that elusive quality
of quietness and peace. We move around, migrate, absorb
from different sources while a tree grows where it is planted,
or a seed lands, or a sapling catches the earth.
The concept was to create a short film to be shown, with
sound and a voiceover in the glasshouse, before our
witnesses entered the woodland itself. They would then
experience the same film without a soundtrack and the text
of the voiceover incorporated as subtitles, but these would
be distorted by the installation with only some words
readable. The challenge would be to remember what had
just been heard and the work questions how we process
information, with a subtle correlation to how tree rings are
part of the growth, the organic process, for each individual
tree. In one way the glasshouse film was for people and the
installation, while open for sharing with humans, was my
conversation with the trees themselves. This was highlighted
by the banners created to represent strips of film, where
ambient sound surrounded the images and words as they
amalgamated with the trunks, branches and leaves to
become a cohesive whole.
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Tree Huggers, Space Cadets:
Conversations with a Forest and non-human
collectivity
Marcus Jack

Linda Salzman Sagan’s plaque attached to the Pioneer 10 space probe,
25 February 1972. NASA, public domain.
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Mycelia might save us; a flicker of hope. A multicellular
fungus, mycelium builds complex networks of fibres, hyphae,
invisible to the human eye at first, but which with some
strategic intervention can be ushered into forming a dense
material within days. These fibres can be trained into
structures as diverse as vegan leather, polystyrene
substitutes, meat alternatives or scaffolding for growing
organs. At 2,384 acres, one mycelium in the Blue Mountains
of Oregon—an Armillaria ostoyae—has become the largest
known organism. Whilst some believe mycelia hold the
answer to a flourishing ecological restoration, for others, the
value of this fungal saviour is twofold in that it also models a
form of rhizomatic organising with a logic that’s transferable
across human, even trans-species networks. As articulated by
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, this botanical allegory
offers a counter to arborescent, tree-like, structures of
knowledge which predominate amongst Western philosophy
wherein a beginning and an end are linked in a causal
sequence. Rhizomes, meanwhile, provide a view of culture
and society without a centre, with no point of origin, but as a
map in which any one fibre is connected to every other:
substituting singularity for multiplicity. In the rhizome there is
also resilience; where it is disturbed or destroyed, it will
quickly redistribute.i
For the Moving Image Makers Collective the rhizome lends a
productive instruction. Established within a series of
workshops organised by Alchemy Film & Arts in 2014, the
MIMC represents perhaps the only active artists’ filmmaking
collective in Scotland, distinct further still in its rural Scottish
Borders location, far from the production and exhibition
centres of Glasgow or Edinburgh. Collectivity, by design, is
not unusual within histories of experimental film and video
production, having long offered the basis for a propagation
of both practice in theory. In the UK, the GPO Film Unit
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wrangled with the politics and poetics of the documentary
form in the 1930s. In 1966, the London Film-Makers’ Co-op
emerged as a centre for production and distribution,
becoming the locus for early articulations of an English avantgarde film form. And in 1982, the arrival of Channel 4 and the
ratification of its Workshop Declaration heralded a flourishing
of independent working groups mobilised around social
justice campaigns including women’s rights (Red Flannel;
Sheffield Film Co-op), racial equity (Black Audio Film
Collective; Sankofa Film and Video Collective; Ceddo Film
and Video Workshop) and class (Trade Films). In the
neoliberal era, however, digital communication networks,
increasingly accessible technologies and a new paradigm of
individualism have to some degree dissolved the primacy of
collective working across cultural forms. In this way, the
MIMC arrives as an anomaly amidst forces which might
otherwise promote artistic separatism.
A core of around twenty members, the MIMC functions as a
monthly critique group whilst also facilitating novel
exhibition opportunities for its cohort through touring
packages and group exhibitions. In their most recent project,
Conversations with a Forest (2021), the logic of collectivity
was extended, augmented and redoubled. Over two nights,
ten members attempted to convene with the coniferous
forest of Ruberslaw Woods near Hawick through temporary
installations. At the foot of Rubers Law, once a volcanic vent,
the area housed a Roman signal station, then a Middle Age
citadel, and now endures a similar tide of organised artists.ii
They cast light onto bark, bounced around a glasshouse,
sounds enmeshing with a chorus of insects, branches, leaves,
an imperceptible din of microbes metabolising on the forest
floor. In different mutations, the project asks what we might
learn of collectivity from the natural world.
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In Richard Ashrowan’s Tender Divinations (2021) a vertical
projection runs through slides: feathers, human irises,
classical sculpture, arms outstretched, lunar sequences and
runic insignia—tree-like ogham letterforms, mediaeval and
Irish in origin. Projected onto two tree trunks—one static,
another itinerant—and propelled by the rhythm of wooden
staves, clattering, the work cycles indefinitely as if,
exasperated, trying to find a common language. What mix of
optical matter can exceed the confines of our primate
expression? Communication without language, Ashrowan’s
totemic work invokes a history of semantic experiments. In
1972, Linda Salzman Sagan designed the Pioneer plaques,
gold-anodized aluminium tablets affixed to the first two
space probes to achieve escape velocity. The first manmade
objects to exit the Solar System, the plaques bear an attempt
to communicate with extraterrestrial life via schematic
representations of hydrogen, the galaxy, a man and woman.
Like Tender Divinations, the receipt of these transmissions
has no measure, surpassing the limits of knowable
phenomena.
With a similar desire, Jason Moyes’ mycorrhizal connection
network (2021) promised to deliver the human operator’s
message to its titular structure, an augmentation of the
mycelial network by trees to form an inter-plant grid where
nutrients and signals can be exchanged. Through simple
instructions Moyes invites users to share their fears via a
landline handset in the woods, stark and analogue in feel, for
transmission across organisms. By what means remains
decidedly unclear, however, instead this posthuman prop
works to catalyse thinking, asking not how but what exactly is
it that we want to say?
In Nicoletta Stephanz’ Analog? (2021), meanwhile, human
viewers were invited to scan one of seven QR codes,
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activating field recordings from forests in the Netherlands,
Italy, Russia, Canada, and the United States. In doing so, an
encounter is mediated between the acoustic environments
produced in each’s unique assemblage of biodiversity and
the Ruberslaw Woods, revealing their harmonies and
dissonance. Here, the forest is implicated in co-producing
the work. Juxtaposition also features in Douglas McBride’s
Cosmos (2021) where audio recorded in deep space, on
Pluto and Mars by the International Space Agency and a
large reproduction of Rubens offer a certain canon of
scientific and artistic achievement for the forest’s
contemplation. An act of show and tell, McBride’s installation
is one proposition for what we, as a species, might want to
say.
Across these works, the MIMC members plot hypothetical
configurations for the artist’s facilitation of interspecies
communication. In doing so, Conversations with a Forest
finds kinship with a recent history of comparable
interventions. In 2016, for instance, artist and musician Laurie
Anderson devised a low-frequency concert for dogs amidst
the sensorial chaos of New York’s Times Square. Organised
by May Adadol Ingawanĳ since 2019, Animistic Apparatus,
meanwhile, has sought to filter the work of contemporary
artists and filmmakers through the Southeast Asian
phenomenon of ritualistic film projection, as a practice of
screening for a non-human audience of spirits, animals or
deities, to better situate the moving image in and with the
volatility of the world. An experiment in exhibition, Animistic
Apparatus seeks to invite sociality, interruption and
interference across species, upending the Western paradigm
of hermetic, pure viewing provided by film-theatrical
architectures and reintegrating cinema within the continuous
flow of lived experience.
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Like these, Conversations with a Forest grapples with a
problem of reciprocity; how do we know if the message is
received? Can we form understandings with non-verbal
subjects? Can we collectivise when the terms of engagement
are unilateral? Thinking through her experience within the
women’s liberation movement, feminist writer Jo Freeman
argues that attempts to form structureless groups have
proliferated the masking of power, making leadership
unacknowledged and unaccountable. Structurelessness, she
finds, only prevents the formation of formal structures,
pushing the processes and rules of decision-making below
the level of consciousness. ‘For everyone to have the
opportunity to be involved in a given group and to
participate in its activities,’ she argues, ‘the structure must be
explicit, not implicit.’iii How, then, do we imagine effective
collectivity without means of communication, without access
to a structure?
At the furthest point on the trail of installations,
performances and projections in Ruberslaw Woods, Sukjin
Kim’s The Song of the Wind (2021) comprises a large, skewed
screen of fabric strips, 14-metres long, stretched from the
trees and, mycelium-like, spilling over the ground.
Suspended in front, an aerial silk promises a performance.
Like Stephanz’ audio encounters, the work pairs Ruberslaw
with another forest, here on Jeju Island, South Korea. In a
choreography, both on screen and off, flag-like paper crafts
are guided through the air in elliptical twists and flows. The
Song of the Wind invokes Kut, rites of Korean shamanism
that promote harmony between spiritual and material worlds.
Each Kut begins with an invitation to deities, a period of
encounter, then a way-making ritual, creating passage to the
other land. Shamanic practice, academic Kyoim Yun explains,
was suppressed in Jeju by tides of colonial reform and had
long been vilified before its recuperation in the 21st century
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as a heritage asset.iv Kim offers here a secular vision of the
tradition which retains the precept of animism. Perceiving a
spiritual life in all things, animism constructs our experience
within a rhizomatic web of influences and messages. For Kim,
it provides a strategy for brokering interspecies exchange
and, significantly, a philosophy of interspecies parity that
imbues each actor—each hypha, perhaps—with the agency
to collectivise.
Marcus Jack is a curator, writer and art historian based in Glasgow. He is
the founding editor of DOWSER and recently completed a doctoral
thesis on the history of artists’ moving image in Scotland since 1970.
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Found Somewhere, Anywhere, Everywhere
Kerry Jones
Six small boxes covered in reflective foil with a circular
viewing hole, suspended by bamboo canes in a circle from
the branches of four trees. Each box contained an iPad mini
and a bluetooth speaker playing looped half-forgotten, halfremembered digital and analogue fragments from
somewhere, anywhere and everywhere.
Box 1: Altered footage from an Expo 68 Canadian Tourist information
film with the altered voice of Patti Smith discussing the power of
people, technology and the internet.
Box 2: A leaf (from my garden) spinning on a fine strand of web with
audio samples from Gus van Sant’s film “The Discipline of Do
Easy” based on a story by William S Burroughs.
Box 3: My eye up close, opening and closing with audio of “The
Gallowa Hills” sung by Jeannie Robertson.
Box 4: A toy Apollo 8 Astronaut amongst coloured flashing lights with
audio of an Astronaut talking about seeing Earth from space
for the first time.
Box 5: Footage and audio from a walk through Ruberslaw woods.
Box 6: Images of leaves/trees/tinted mud marks with a digitally
manipulated narration taken from Friedensreich Hundertwasser’s
book “For Future.”

Experimental connectivity, and attempted collaboration with
mycorrhizal and digital networks - human to non human. Six
vantage points with no fixed identities belonging nowhere and
everywhere, a “...multi-channel accumulation of interstellar and/or
earthbound digital dispatches that encompassed multiple
meanings of "container" – the frame, the screen, the box, the
codec, the device ... The work compelled you to stop, to see these
trees as trees, as organic scaffolds for inorganic material: iPad,
therefore I am” (Michael Pattison)
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Tender Divinations
Richard Ashrowan

Tender Divinations has its roots in Ogham, the Celtic/Druidic
tree alphabet. Each symbol is a letter, historically used as an
inscription upon a ‘stave’ in vertical form. They represent
both sounds and the names of trees, carrying an array of
cultural meanings, both modern and historical.
To use this language of trees, I first collected and inscribed a
set of twenty Ogham staves, one from each individual tree
species. This act itself felt like a form of communion, and I
experienced a sense of emerging tenderness between
myself and the tree-world as I did so.
I worked with a vertical film format, creating luminous
totems, projecting onto tree-trunks as I walked the dark
forest, conversing in light with the trees of Ruberslaw. In the
projections were feathers from the forest, the moon cycle, my
hands, leaves from Ogham trees, the irises of eyes, light
beams, and images of the Monteverde Angel, the most
reproduced angel sculpture in Western culture.
The film sequences were edited with the help of the Ogham
staves, casting them to the ground as a divinatory method for
establishing the placement of images. A second vertical film
used short phrases of projected text, including: “Light-beam
/ Tree-beam”, “Can you hear me? / Can you see me?”,
“Arborealism / Humanism, Arboreality / Humanity.”
This conversation, it ultimately felt like an experience of
devotion and gratitude.
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I am Tall Meepa
Jessie Growden
I am Tall Meepa is the infiltration of the MMO (Massively
Multiplayer Online) game, Final Fantasy XIV into our physical
space.
Following the artist’s pink-haired and yellow-booted
character and alter-ego through the great forest which is the
Black Shroud, starting and ending in the busy city of
Gridania, a tour of this digital landscape is conducted over
about an hour.
As the protagonist, The Warrior of Light Tall Meepa runs
through the Shroud, accompanied by her minion, Drippy (It’s
very cute but she’s not entirely sure what it is), she also runs
through the ‘real’ woodland of Ruberslaw in which the work
is situated. She’s spent her whole existence in a digital world;
this turnaround of events seeks to see if agency can be
granted to the self-designed versions of ourselves, and to
examine the boundaries between the real and the digital
places in our lives.
The video also looks to interrogate the structure of a digital,
simplified woodland against that of the real and infinitely
complex one, but also human-made forestry (just over half of
all woodland in Great Britain is is non-native). The work was
intentionally placed within a plantation setting at the edge of
an otherwise quite diverse estate. Two straight, close lines of
trees framed the short downhill walk towards a floating
screen where Tall Meepa runs.
Images of I Am Tall Meepa: © Square Enix Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Final Fantasy is a
registered trademark of Square Enix Holdings Co., Ltd. All material used under licence.
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Listen in the Listening Wood:
Understanding audience in Conversations
with a Forest
Amy Cutler
Cinema has never been human.
Anat Pick, ‘Executing Species’i
Nothing is less isolated or more social than a tree.
Richard Powers, The Overstoryii
On arriving at Conversations with a Forest, a remote
‘happening’ in a stretch of Scottish forest in September 2021,
the first installation a human visitor was likely to see was an
Edwardian glasshouse. Visible from a distance due to its
three shining oblongs of looping film projection, this was
both a conventional space of human stewardship – with the
trees and cultivated plants subsequently watered at the end
of the ‘happening’ – and a distinct zone of alienation from it,
in the sense that it was cinema taking place without a human
audience.
The importance of the cinema audience has been defined by
its collectivity and its links to participatory democracy,iii but
this collectivity is rarely extended beyond the human, or
“Homo Cinematicus”iv. Conversations with a Forest was a
radical restructuring both of this typical audience, and of the
typical functioning of arboreal mise-en-scène, or forest
setting, transformed here into arboreal mise-en-abyme: not
a backdrop arrangement, but a series of active and activating
reflections. Instead of the traditional gatherings of film
festival audiences, the happening occurred as an ongoing
array of recursive encounters between the forest and its
forms of moving image.
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In a functional echo of the aisles of cinemas – themselves
modelled on the architectures of church congregation, in
turn inspired by ‘cathedral forests’v – the main projections
were geometrically centred in the glasshouse nave. The
audience was, like that of a cinema, nearly invisible to each
other in the dark – arranged in rows of spectators either side
of the aisle, or in trellis-style vantage points on the walls.
This audience consisted, predominantly, of winter vines and
late foxgloves.

A certain kind of forest has long been seen as a natural model
for the design of audience spaces. Its acoustic properties
have given rise to a layered history of the pastoral, and well
before cinema existed it was seen as a site of unusual
projections and illuminations, linked to foliate and
crepuscular light and the shifting of sunbeams through trees.
To understand a forest as a design for audience means also
understanding its othered status, as anthropogenic mise-enscène, and the long trajectory of the conversion of woods
into a space of prioritised human spectatorship.
For the forest is a glamoured site like no other. The librettist
and theatre designer James Lapine has commented in
interview that the staging of forests relies on the use of
woven light, changing scenes, and moving panels more than
any specific arboreal indicator such as trees or leaves,
because to act forest-like it needs most of all to operationally
suggest ‘an evocation of dislocated reality’.vi And Vin
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Nardizzi has observed that the disassembling of the real
English wood – a scarce resource – and its resurrection as
performance site in the form of England’s oak-built
playhouses and round theatres, in which woodlands were
ironically a favoured fictional setting, showed in performance
the uncanniness of the forest as a form of ‘untimely matter’;
a material which returns in spirit to perform as itself.vii
On two nights in September 2021, the stretch of palimpsestic
and disjointed upland forest in Ruberslaw in the Scottish
Borders – which at one time has acted as a volcanic vent, an
illegal pulpit, and a Roman signal station – was the site of this
series of new apertures amongst the trees. These moving
image vignettes opened into the forest as a series of
complex life forms and hidden messages, with new forms of
mediation (or mediumship) emerging in the dusk of the
ridged woods. A telephone handset in one small wooden
installation, when lifted, speculatively linked the ear of the
human operator to the mycorrhizal network. Elsewhere, a
series of vertical totem-like projections were cast directly
onto the trunks of trees, linking the staves of Ogham runes
with expressive gestures of human limbs, light-beams, and
tree-beams, in forms of empathic cinematic collusion which
were more arboreomorphism than anthropomorphism. One
film screen, a flickering back-projection on an opal panel,
narrated cultural dreams about the forest in austere black
and white and mono-coloured footage – reminiscent of the
specialised sensitive photographic papers used for mapping
sylvan vegetation, radiation, and aerial canopy. But this film
was partially obscured by the insects which continually
alighted on it, attracted by the moving spectrums of colour.
These ephemeral experiences in Ruberslaw were each reconfigurations of cultural designs for audience which are
partly modelled on forest space, from the secrecy of glades
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and groves, to associations which have long held sway in
architecture such as the cathedral forest – where nave and
pulpit mimic the spatial and spiritual alignment of lofty, highcanopy forest and worship under tree crowns. Those designs,
however, still customarily relegated woodland to an ambient
backdrop or mere green architectural scaffolding for the
assembled human spectators or human intrigue. We might
even see the backgrounded forest as itself a media
technique, in the form of ‘green-screening’, as artist Ho Rui
An has recently observed of urban forestry and its blinkering
of reality.viii Conversations with a Forest activated, instead, a
series of distributed optical, sonic, and arboreal encounters,
navigating the landscape as a mixed reality biome through
the various green and glazed screens and their new vectors
for audience.
But what does it mean to create ephemeral works primarily
designed for a forest audience, if the forest was already the
evergreen fantasy site of human audiencing and witnessing?

In answer, another cinematic greenhouse comes to mind.
The last seconds of screen time in the iconic eco-fable Silent
Running (1972), we were informed by the historian Van Riper
in 2017,ix show a ‘spectacularly hollow victory’ for
Anthropocenic environmentalism: the rebel Freeman Lowell
has blown himself up in a last act of male defiance, and the
final forests of earth are left drifting alone and unattended in
a spaceship greenhouse dome, beyond Saturn, into the
darkness of deep space. The environment’s survival at the
end of the film is ‘purely symbolic’, writes Riper, because
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‘even if it somehow does survive (…) the forest is as lost to
humankind as if Lowell had carried out his orders and destroyed
it. Earth will remain a brown-and-gray wasteland, and
vegetation will remain a fading memory’.x

according to this vision, the forests in the biome space
freighters are not “drifting” in the sense that a message in a
bottle might drift – i.e., through an abyss, but ultimately
towards a future human reconciliation on another shore – but
drifting in the sense of the aimlessness of movement beyond
the humanly known: towards nothing, and no-one. If they do
not return within the reaches of human collaboration,
spectatorship, and exploitation, they may as well cease to
exist.
As the screen pans backwards into space and the credits roll
over the abyss, what does it mean to propose this concept of
the future – with such nihilistic and melancholic certainty that
for a forest, without human spectatorship, survival itself is a
hollow victory?

Visually, a forest is a rich site for projections of still and
moving image work, thanks both to the reliance of culture on
the photogenic eco-citizenship of trees, and the binding
together of histories of the tree and the technology of the
camera, from the earliest totemic tree portraits to anxieties
about botanic life as a ‘living picture’.xi But the sounds of the
forest are just as fraught. Conversations with a Forest offered
a détournement of its habitat not just through the space of
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audience, but also through the space of audition, with its
rerouting of narrow human modes of speaking and listening
towards anthropologist Eduardo Kohn’s understanding of
forest as a ‘sylvan dreaming’, or communicative ecology of
selves: ‘a kind of thought that isn’t exclusively human; a
sensorially laden semiotic network.’xii
What would it mean to seek a sylvan dreaming-style
audience with this forest? Amongst the September
happening, in a clearing set beside the path, one small
invitation space of candle-lit demĳohns and mirrors was
sonified by portable radio static and handmade bowed
psalteries. On another pathway, a series of hanging movingimage boxes, like clusters of seedpods, re-broadcast
enigmatic soundbites gleaned from found public audio.
Voice and static rebounded in these soft dark networks, not
fully decipherable, and inaudible from outside due to the
heavy screens of deciduous trees. On a video screen at the
foot of one large tree, a non-vocalised textual caption in
passing read: ‘Your toppled elders have the priest’s ear,
inviting apology, remorse, confession’.
The mixed domains of private confession and public
broadcast – particularly via the motif of eavesdropping or
overhearing – has been a key operative in the sonic
understanding of the forest. From Baudelaire’s account of the
‘living pillars’ of the ‘forest of symbols’, to Benjamin’s
description of the reverberations of signification from the
hollows of the forest in ‘The Task of the Translator’, arboreal
space has been unmistakeably linked to anxieties of
language beyond narrow human meaning.xiii Its spaces of
refraction – where we ‘listen in the listening wood’, as
Scottish poet W. S. Graham has itxiv – are built on broad
understandings of the forest as an echoic space, based on
the acoustic phenomena of sonic rebound in the woods,
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whether in the form of agreement, dialogue, or answering
back.
When Ovid’s Orpheus sang alone about his losses in a forest
grove, he gathered an exclusive audience of listening trees
(whose shade was in a suggestive relationship of
environmental continuity with the lost shades of the
underworld of which he sang). This concept of the forest as a
voice-activated transforming device, triggered by a lone
human, is one of several important interpretations of vocal
and auditory exchange in the woods. The Hesiodic trope of
echo in Virgil’s eclogues and the pastoral locus amoenus is of
an oratorical utterance confirmed by the woodland’s
reciprocity (Spenser: ‘the woods shall to me answer and my
echo ring’), and the forest’s echoic mourning can also be
traced forward in treatments of the Aeolian cacophony of the
woods and spectral or haunted sounds in woodlands linked
to Pan.xv More antagonistic forest-human dialogues occur in
the treatises and poetry of sylvan discourse – notably
Margaret Cavendish’s ‘A Dialogue between an Oak and a
Man Cutting Him Down’ – as well as contemporary radical
eco-poetry, including the use of forests by Ciaran Carson as
the key arena to explore language sensitivity and surveillance
in a troubled Belfast (‘We are entering a forest, you said,
whose trees have ears and mouths that listen and respond to
every passerby. Everything gets reported back.’xvi).
To talk in the forest is unmistakeably to solicit a response – to
invite infiltration, translation, or sonic feedback. Real modern
technologies of feedback in forest space include the
widespread use of LIDAR, the echo-technology used to map
and measure the inside of forests, as well as software and
sound-engineering projects using forest amplification to
determine space and conduct various forms of ecological
monitoring. It seems resonant, therefore, that in the
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installations at Ruberslaw, alongside the various dynamic
visual scenarios of screenless and screen-reliant objects,
other voices and sonic infiltrations overlapped and collided,
amplifying the design sense of forest as dislocation with
another sense, of dislocution: a sonic half-animism of crossed
signals, never fully receding.
From state surveillance to secret liaisons, the forest has had
a strange history as both opaque and translucent to culture,
which both effect authoritarian regimes.xvii Given the binding
of forest space into technologies and powers of human
seeing and human hearing, it is even more meaningful to
encounter, fleeting under the September trees, this private
cinematic pact.

Higher up the trail, and at the end of a downward sloping
corridor of coniferous trees, a large, suspended screen
acted as a monitor, broadcasting forest walkthroughs of a
female avatar in the MMORPG game Final Fantasy XIV. This
avatar, known as Tall Meepa, therefore finds herself
transplanted into the dark wood in media res – both the one
with which she shares a media origin (from Final Fantasy)
and the encircling coniferous forest. It was now impossible
for Tall Meepa to be geographically removed from the realtime view, or from reference to perhaps the ultimate video
game walkthrough, long before video game existed –
Dante’s Divine Comedy: I came to myself, in a dark wood,
where the direct way was lost…
This was a timely encounter with the forest as augmented
reality, in the same year that Nottinghamshire County
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Council announced that Sherwood Forest would be the first
5G connected forest offering rolled-out 3D experiences,
and the Royal Shakespeare Company announced their
creation of a “virtual midsummer forest”, Dream, an online
performance environment using motion capture within a
virtual canopy of trees and glimmer of fireflies.xviii
In the Ruberslaw conifers, the video game character’s
walkthrough also drew out the likeness between the
surrounding trail landscape and the perpetual principles of
game design and virtual environment building. These
include the subtle use of perspectival paths through trees to
suggest possible routes and shape player choices, or the
use of volumetric lighting in rendered scenes. (Classically,
sunbeams broken through branches are used to create the
illusion of a perceivable dimensional space, using arboreal
motes and haze.) The visual parallels therefore threw into
relief some of the traditional mechanics and expectations
associated with being present as an avatar in a virtual forest
habitat. In video games, these experiences overwhelmingly
favour dominant, extractive relations with the landscape as a
subordinate resource or instrumentalized sacrifice zone,
rather than experiential or shared ecological relations –
perhaps unsurprisingly, given that the forestry industry’s
focus on a de-natured landscape of metrics is buttressed by
the advent of computing as the key tool of sylviculture and
its remote data-management.
The practice of outdoor projection has been recently
defined as “elastic virtual space”,xix with its potential to
reference the host environment, while also creating a
dreamlike doubling of another form of physical inhabitation
or alternative belonging, still tethered in the landscape. The
forest, as perceptual interface, was perhaps built for these
infiltrations more than any other landscape. It’s a site of
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simultaneous mirage: compare, for instance, the mixed
forests of rhetorical tradition and their maze of allegorical
and material scripts and perceptions, as described by
Edmund Spenser’s ‘inchantments in the wood, deceiving
with illusions’. In the 1940s, the photographer Clarence
Laughlin invoked woodlands as the fundamental, miasmic
landscape of optical experimentation: ‘the mysterious realm
where natural forms intermingle significantly and strangely
with projections from the mind of man.’xx And Ovid’s
account of Orpheus’ profoundly liminal grove is itself
fundamentally linked to the ambiguity of ‘umbra’, and its
simultaneous merging of natural and unnatural shade.
In 1972, Stan Brakhage’s experimental moving image work
The Wold Shadow combined film camera, paint, and glass
easel in the forest to create a shimmering film inspired by an
anthropomorphic shadow Brakhage saw momentarily
amongst the trees – presumably his own. Perhaps this
uncertain human shape is the greatest mirage of the forest:
how far does it stretch, and how long will it be cast? Where
may we see ourselves in the forest, through the shapes of our
absence as much as the shapes of our presence? Frank Lloyd
Wright has called wood ‘the most humanly intimate of all
materials’; Robert Pogue Harrison has wondered whether the
forest is not after all the shadow of civilization, but in fact,
civilization’s mirror; Jacques Brosse has argued that depicting
an individual tree in a certain kind of French painting is
always an act of self-portraiture.xxi Conversations with a
Forest revealed such moments of forest as humanity’s selfportraiture again and again within its collapsing and reconfiguring of time and space between the trees. Like
Brakhage’s bespoke forest set-up – a 16mm camera, a stand
of birches, and a glass forest easel – the happenings in
Ruberslaw were each unique artifacts crafted for the forest
threshold. The digital was combined with analogue set-ups
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in line with the inventiveness of earlier cinematic
contraptions, including virtual windows and paint-on-glass
animation, for augmenting real landscapes in fairytale and
fantasy films.
The ephemeral, pop-up status of the works was suited too to
the stretching theme of our own cosmic finitude, as
anthropogenic shades and shadows in the woods showing at
different times the casting of the presence and the absence
of the human. In one installation, sounds of Pluto, Mars, and
deep space recorded by the International Space Agency
emanated through deciduous trees where there was also a
large hanging luminous portrait by Rubens, and, hung as if
floating before it, an empty child’s dress, also luminous with
flickering projections. These suggested both humanity’s
achievements – represented by the Renaissance painting –
and, simultaneously, the infancy of our discoveries of the
Cosmos. These strange spacey spectrums amongst
Caledonian trees were another strange portrait of humanityin-nature, as viewed from the different perspectives of the
vulnerable and the eternal. While the forest has been seen as
the ultimate synecdoche for the environment without us,
before us, or after us, we can also be just as contrary in
relation to it: humanity as simultaneously dominant and
transient, senior and infant, receding and advancing.
In so many formations we are used to thinking of the forest
as the pristine, archaic state of nature. To eighteenth century
philosopher Giambattista Vico, the forest is our antecedent,
firmly opposed to our cities, in both time and space: ‘this was
the order of human institutions: first the forests, after that the
huts, then the village, next the cities’;xxii it will return to
conquer again only in the clearings left when those supercities, the edifices of human civilization, fall in war and the
world returns to a ruined, verdant green. From the
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transplanted trees of one work, Beyond the Routes, where
far-flung trees across the globe were projected onto the
trunks of the specific grove of Wych Elm trees in Ruberslaw,
to the other artists’ references to analogue histories, treetime, and multiple reality biomes, Conversations with a
Forest collapsed scales of time, space, and the local/global,
presenting a new humanitrees – shared kinship or fate,
through fleetingly mutual acts of audience.

It is likely that anyone reading this text was unable to attend
this remote happening. If so, we might return to the classic
quandary, posed by physicists in 1910: ‘When a tree falls in a
lonely forest, and no animal is nearby to hear it, does it make
a sound?’xxiii
This question of species witnessing pulls to it all the long
history of trees as spectacles: the complex tropes of forest
space as both construction site for culture, and
simultaneously an external refuge or escape from culture; the
depiction of groups of trees as both a pop-up means to a
perfect utopian republic,xxiv and as a stage set for dystopian
exploitation; the forest conceived as mise-en-scène or even
consoling green-screen, as opposed to its social and
technical realities – as a dynamic ecostitial space of the
modern biotariat, necessarily folded into our information,
economic, and virtual networks.
The re-mediation of acts of forest audience across the two
evenings explored not the cathedral-as-forest, but lesser72
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known versions: cinema-as-grove, tree-as-screen, and long
histories of the “projections” – or uncertain umbra – of the
dark woods. The series of installations of Conversations
explicitly resisted the symbolic closure of forests in extractive
politics and anthropomorphic audience to explore stranger
mediations and environing technologies. Sites of affordance
and audience diverted our “automatic” geographies of both
moving image spectatorship and forest spectatorship,
including the Covid-suspended modes of film distribution
and its usual rituals of human gathering. These projections
also presented the forest as a way into alternate
cosmologies, suggesting at some of our stranger humansylvan frontiers: the ‘remnant’ or ‘museum’ forest of
conservation; the ‘sky’ forest of horticultural futurism; the
‘lobby’ forest of urban planning; perhaps even the ‘capsule’
forest, jettisoned from human experience into space.
The arboreal encounter is bound up with such projections,
not only of light, but also of the past and the future. The
Franco-German photographer Tomas Heuer has described
‘fleeing the snapshot for a moment of tree’xxv. In Heuer’s work
– books such as Celestial Roots and Mythologie Des Arbres
– what is meant by this is a kind of immersive or ‘dark
photography’, as opposed to the more photogenically
familiar tree-as-souvenir. Instead, the photographer
immerses him or herself into a different experience of the
spectrum of light based on a durational, site-specific shared
presence with trees. In Heuer’s case, this process aims to
reveal their slow nocturnal bioluminescence, their role
amongst planet orbits and a sky streaked with stars, and what
they in some form visually communicate in a way that is not
usually visible to humans.
The installations at Ruberslaw, too, balanced the arboreal
encounter as both private, rustic medium, taking place by
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invitation in candle-light and in owl houses and path
clearings, but also as a series of more untethered forms of
cosmic mediation, approaching nonhuman time and
luminescence through refractive and migrating encounters.

In Ruberslaw’s Edwardian glasshouse, filled with foxgloves
and fig vines, another alchemical apparatus of cinema was
installed, From The Black Sun to Lumina Natura, which slowly
soaked up the luminous film projections in vessels of water
amongst the plants. Amongst all the other projections,
vertical trunk-screens, and trails of cinematic limbs, branches,
and leaves, this work mostly clearly performed the potential
confusion between mutual audience and mutual life support.
The viewer, unable to enter the wing of the glasshouse where
the plants were being sustained, peered in from the outer
world. On the opposite side of the greenhouse, a loop of
films included – recursively – the solitary interludes of Jason
Moyes’ silent film quiet moments in a glasshouse. On the
outside, the human viewer could choose whether to wear
wireless headphones while looking in, from his or her
separate space of rainy twilight. The film’s strange
eschatological cycle suggested endings and nostalgia – the
green, green grass of distance space – but also an opening
of the forest’s ‘unknown’, not as the rugged fearful dark
woods, but as the multiple zones of alterity discovered
through its other video screens and transmissions. Briefly,
and momentarily reminiscent of Silent Running’s final
soundtrack for its own glasshouse dome, Joan Baez’ ‘Rejoice
in the Sun’, the liquid gleams of the film rearranged
themselves through the window into first a smear, and then a
bright burst of sunlight through leaves. For the headphone74
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wearing eavesdropper, this burst of sunlit cinematic clarity
was accompanied by an earnest swell of music, before the
loop restarted again in darkness, in perpetuity.
Throughout this glasshouse film loop, a natural process of
condensation both performed and obscured the alchemical
properties of the moving image, amongst the glazed forms
of light, sound, and water. This installation was both the
start point and the end point of the trail through the trees
on the two rainy nights in September 2021. It, perhaps
more than any other, suggested Stanisław Lem’s ultimate
species principle: ‘Not everything everywhere is for us.’xxvi
But it also suggested a new and different kind of community
of audience: a brief crescendo of empathy projected
through the glass.

…imperfect friends, we men
And trees since time began; and nevertheless
Between us still we breed a mystery.xxvii

Dr. Amy Cutler is a live cinema artist, geographer, filmmaker, musician
and curator based in London. She did a Leverhulme ECR fellowship on
British forests and she also runs the internationally touring ensemble live
cinema show NATURE’S NICKELODEONS.
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mycorrhizal connection network
Jason Moyes
This apparatus was designed to give the artists and invited
guests a direct line into the heart of the forest. Participants
were invited to follow a set of simple instructions.
Participants were advised that as human operators, by
following the set instructions, they would be connected to
the mycorrhizal network. Through the handset and
connection, they were invited to share their fears with the
forest, Those fears would then be captured by the forest,
acknowledged, and released to circulate and dissolve among
the ferns, mosses and lichen.
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The Song of the Wind
Sukjin Kim
This work connects a forest in Jeju Island, Korea, and a forest
in Scotland. To symbolise this connection/conversation
between the two forests, this work borrows and adapts Kime
- shamanic ritual paper craft symbolically used as liminal
entities that mediate between the spiritual and material
worlds in the shamanic tradition of Jeju Kut. The work
eschews Kut’s religious connotation, but retains its notion of
animism exploring separate yet connected themes of Being,
Healing and Truth Seeking through pan-psychic possibility could the spirit potential of one forest awaken the spirit of
another?
On set-up day we hung the fabric screen and Kime from trees
in the forest. It was our way of knocking on the forest’s door
and introducing ourselves. The first night consisted of a
mixed live art performance. Maro (a traditional Jeju
percussion collective) connecting their hopes and wishes
through the medium Kime with myself receiving them
through paper craft on the hill beneath the forest on screen.
A live performer symbolises the forest spirit awakening and
welcoming the wind song from Jeju Island. The conversation
begins. A Kime flag performance, mirrored on screen from
Jeju is followed by the sound of the wind. An aerial silk
performance to dithyrambic rhythms of drums until the wind
blows away. The second night brings an almost templesque
feel to the white screen and Kime in the forest dark. Rain joins
the soundscape as images of the previous night’s performers
are projected.
Collaborators: Haein Song, Maro
Music: Maro
Performers: Ritti Soncco, Sukjin Kim
Kime produced by Youjung Lee
Stage setting and rigging: Edward Growden
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